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Jasper Community Arts is pleased to present the artwork of installation artist Kristina Arnold 
for the months of June and July at the Thyen-Clark Cultural Center.   
 
Kristina Arnold is an artist and educator living and working in Bowling Green, Kentucky. Her 
practice combines an undergraduate degree and work in community health with a graduate 
degree in painting, professional museum/gallery experience, and a life-long dedication to 
activism. 
 
The installation piece currently on display at the Thyen-Clark Cultural Center is titled ‘Every 
Word That Starts with F (family friendly version)’. 
 
Arnold states, “Every Word That Starts with F moves through our mind. It is about memory 
– both the tangible mechanics and hardware inside our brains, and the ethereal intangible 
of memories. It is about plasticity, and what happens when both tangible and intangible are 
constructed, de-constructed, re-constructed. Ultimately, it is about the construction and    
re-construction of self.  
  
Shadow-images of blown glass neurons are captured, frozen in time to the surface of skin-
like mulberry paper. They leave a print, a trace, a record. Thread-lines, marking time, cross 
and cross again, illustrating and accumulating our lived every day. These traces leave 
behind the accrual of experience (memory, learning, knowledge) while simultaneously 
collecting their marks and scars. Do they pin things down for later examination and 
retrieval? Repair a rip in consciousness? Create a clog and a sticky confusion? We 
become who we are, and that becoming is fluid, mutable.   
  
Behind the scenes, a collection of glass neurons congregate. Both our memory-makers and 
our memories materialize. Do they await our examination, our recall, our validation, our 
repair? A list of words that start with “F,” remembered and recited again and again within 
the space of one minute (a standard screening used to assess cognitive health) becomes a 
mantra, a meditation, a prayer.   
  
Our brains are plastic and constantly changing. We add to them as we experience and as 
we grow; we drill, we learn. We celebrate new skills, new information, new people. As we 
age, these layers and experiences compile, layer by layer, shadow over shadow, a 
complicated thread line. Is this – the collection of memory and experience – the sum total of 
who we are? And then, what does it mean when we begin to forget?   
  
Every Word That Starts with F bears witness to that question. Through its physical 
accumulation and presence, its amassed and sometimes jumbled layers, it examines the 
place where memory and personhood intersect. It is fragile and ethereal, but also resilient 
and strong. Thread over paper over thread over paper may become confusing, but it is still 
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intact. And where paper and thread may fade and degrade with time, glass will exist for 
millennia.   
  
This work asks us to consider related corollaries: that where a human mind transforms over 
time, collected shadows and layers; personhood and self, remain. And where a human 
mind and body do not last forever, where they have touched others will leave a trace that is 
carried forward. Within these reflections, I find an aching sadness, and I find beauty and I 
find hope.” 
 
Born and raised in Arlington, Virginia, Kristina Arnold received a degree in community 
health from Brown University. Upon graduation she moved to Nashville to pursue a career 
in public health, working in the Department of Preventive Medicine, Division of 
Pharmacoepidemiology at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center. After five years she 
returned to her first love, attending art school and earning her MFA in painting from the 
University of Tennessee. She has worked in collections management for the Frank H. 
McClung Museum in Knoxville, TN and the Parthenon Museum in Nashville. In 2005 she 
joined the Art Department at Western Kentucky University (WKU) where she teaches and 
serves as the Gallery Director. 

Arnold has been an Emerging Artist in Residence at Pilchuck Glass School, and an artist in 
residence at the Jentel Artist Residency Program in Banner, Wyoming and the Municipal 
Gallery in Bratislava, Slovakia. 

The galleries at the Thyen-Clark Cultural Center, located at 100 3rd Avenue, Suite A, 
Jasper, IN 47546, are open to the public Monday through Friday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 
Saturday from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm, and Sunday from noon to 3:00 pm. School groups, 
clubs and students are welcome. Admission is free. Donations appreciated.  

For more information, please call 812-482-3070. Jasper Community Arts is a department 
of the City of Jasper. JCA is supported in part by Friends of the Arts, Inc., the Indiana Arts 
Commission, the Arts Council of Southwestern Indiana, and the National Endowment for 
the Arts.  
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